The overall messages of the book are first that neuroscience has a lot of interesting things to say about the constraints on consciousness and about how its contents get there; secondly that there may be more to experience than can be explained in terms of emergent properties of neural information processing alone. The latter is a conclusion that, in my opinion, puts the author on the side of the angels. It is a bit disconcerting, though, that he seems to base it on uncritical acceptance of the well-known 'Chinese room' thought experiment due to Searle and on Roger Penrose's Godelian arguments. Searle suggests that meaning, which is an essential component of our everyday experience, cannot be understood in terms of information processing only; Penrose claims that some of the things which conscious minds can achieve are beyond the scope of classical information processors such as nerve cells of the form pictured by most neuroscientists. Unfortunately the balance of opinion these days is that both arguments are flawed. Stronger grounds exist, many people feel, for thinking that neuroscience by itself may never provide a complete account of consciousness, even though it is sure to contribute essential elements to any full explanation. One hopes that Bennett and his talented illustrator will build on what they have achieved so far to produce a more up-todate and accessible book that further explores these issues. Designed for clinicians in training or postgraduate students, The Subfertihty Handbook clearly sets out the multiple causes and treatments for subfertility. Of particular value are the introductory chapters on the assessment of the couple and their first interview. The authors offer clear guidance and plans for those starting in the field, who need a template if they are to acquire good habits of clinical practice and data gathering (essential if a unit is to give proper attention to this group of patients).
Good beginnings in a book lead us to expect quality throughout, and generally I was not disappointed. The chapter on Donor Insemination is especially helpful. A failing of the book, however, is the lack of weight given to the many ethical issues, whether pertaining directly to gamete donation or specifically to the status of the embryo, a matter at the core of this subspecialty. In discussions of particular techniques, for example, those employing frozen embryos, one looks for more than a statement that they require'new ethical and legal considerations'. If the authors had explained their decision not to elaborate I would have been satisfied; as it is, I wonder whether they do not consider law and ethics to be essential tools to the good practice of the clinicians they intend to guide.
I liked the account of how to tell patients about sophisticated treatments in subfertility, and an excellent chapter explains the work of the counsellor in all its aspects. Other chapters which stand out are those on endometriosis and the role of surgery in infertility, clearly explaining the delicate balance between medical and surgical decisions in a field which has seen a whole gamut of approaches over the past twenty years.
In conclusion, the book can be highly recommended to newcomers as a clear guide to practice and knowledge. Let us never forget, however, that our hands are guided by our brain. In the next edition I hope to see a chapter on ethical dilemmas or some integration of ethical aspects into each relevant chapter with a mention of our collective responsibility to the children of assisted reproduction. As a medical student I remember spending more time learning about the cherry red spot on the macula in Tay-Sachs disease than about occupational medicine. And I know of nothing to suggest that medical students spend more time learning about the diseases which may be attributed to their patients' work than I did, despite the fact that accidents at work kill several hundred people a year and injure many thousands more, that there are over 3000 known cases of occupational respiratory disease a year in the UK, that at least 30% of sickness absence may be due to musculoskeletal disorders brought about by work and that occupational dermatitis may affect up to 3 workers in a thousand (Waldron HA, Edling C, eds. Occupational Health Practice, Butterworth-Heinemann, 1997).
Most doctors are, understandably, either unable to diagnose occupational disease which is present or prone to attribute ailments to work when they should not. A text that explains clearly and concisely the major precepts of
